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Тема занятия
Travelling

Инструкция
1. Найдите 20 слов, запишите слова в таблицу

Слово из кроссворда Перевод



Выполните письменный перевод текста , ответ отправить в виде фотографии
заполните таблицу после текста

Traveling abroad.

A huge number of people all over the world spend their time travelling.
There are a lot of reasons why people travel. Some of them go abroad because of
business trip, others because they want to see new countries and continents, to
learn a lot about peoples traditions or to enjoy picturesque places and the ruins of
ancient cities. It's always interesting to discover new things, different ways of life,
to meet different people, to try different food and to listen to foreign music.
City-dwellers usually like a quite holidays be the sea or in the mountains with
nothing to do but walk and bathe and laze in the sun.
Now, more and more people have an opportunity to travel abroad. New
impressions, thrilling adventures have always delighted both - children and grown-
ups.
There are a lot of means of traveling: by sea, by plane, by car or on foot. Tastes
differ. That's why it's up to you to decide which means of travelling you would
prefer.
Most people who spend a holidays travelling take a camera with them and take a
pictures of anything that interests them - sights of a city, views of a mountains,
lakes, waterfalls, men and women, the ruins of an ancient buildings and even birds
and animals.
Later, looking through their albums they will remember the happy time they had.
As it was said before, nowadays people travel not only for pleasure, but also on
business. You have to go to other countries to take part in different negotiations, to
sign contracts, to participate in different exhibitions and so on.
I think that travelling is the best way to learn geography and the best way to get
knowledge about our planet, to meet interesting people and to learn others
countries.
 Word combination Equivalent
huge number
enjoy picturesque places
to listen to foreign music.
City-dwellers
to travel abroad
means of travelling
ruins of an ancient buildings
for pleasure
negotiations
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